
Moving toward the expected 2024 CPA Exam launch, we are available to support  
you during any course redesign. We have aligned our content around the  
CPA Evolution Model Curriculum blueprint released by the AICPA and NASBA.  
In other words, “We’ve got your back!”  Here is the support you can expect from us:  

CPA Evolution

To learn more, visit mheducation.com/highered/accounting.html  »

Model Curriculum Correlation Guides 
Our authors have correlated coverage of modules, topics,  
and learning objectives in our products to the new Model 
Curriculum blueprint. These correlation guides are located  
under instructor resources within our most current edition  
McGraw Hill Connect® courses. 

Data Analytics in Connect for Accounting Courses 
Since 2018, we have worked to create best-in-class data 
analytics content for all core course areas in Accounting. 
With content spanning Introductory products through 
Tax, Auditing, Cost and Advanced Accounting, among 
others, our content builds career readiness in a scaffolded 
manner throughout the Accounting Curriculum.  We offer 
beginner content that introduces students to analyzing 
data through visualizations like Tableau Dashboards 
embedded directly within McGraw Hill Connect®. In 
upper level courses, we focus more on manipulation and 
analyzing big data to make business decisions within 
software like Excel, Tableau, and Power BI. 
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CPA Evolution continued

Two Data Analytics Full-Course Offerings  
Introductory Data Analytics for Accounting is designed to build Data 
Analytics skills early in the Accounting curriculum using tools like Excel 
and Tableau. Data Analytics for Accounting is often used in senior or 
master-level courses, allowing students to build their Data Analytics 
skills using technology and working with big data. Each of these titles 
includes hands-on labs to help students become career ready.   

Digital Training  
We offer 1-1 or group training sessions and course-build 
recommendations with our team of digital faculty consultants—our 
Connect power users! You can request a colleague-to-colleague 
training through your local Learning Technology Representative.

Implementation Support 
Best-in-class implementation services to help build or rebuild your  
Connect courses, based on your preferred setup. Let us take this 
weight off your shoulders!

UWorld (formerly Roger) CPA Partnership 
UWorld CPA content is integrated directly into select Connect 
courses. It provides the highest quality CPA Exam multiple-choice 
and simulation questions, helping students master critical concepts 
they will see on the CPA Exam. In addition to access to select UWorld 
questions through Connect, UWorld CPA provides a wide variety of 
options for you to integrate their entire suite of CPA Review resources 
directly into your program. This includes direct curriculum mapping 
to the AICPA Blueprints both now and into the future with the 2024 
Evolution. To learn more, visit accounting.uworld.com/cpa-review/
partner/university

Our editorial and author teams continue to review edits and  
updates to the CPE Evolution and Model Curriculum blueprints to 
ensure our newest editions are closely aligned with new standards. 
Please reach out with questions as you transition so that we can 
help and support you! We’ve got your back!
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